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Abstract

We introduce a novel method of test generation for
microprocessors at the RTL using spectral methods.
Test vectors are generated for RTL faults, which are
the stuck-at faults on inputs-outputs of the different
modules/registers in the circuit, and the vectors are
analyzed using Hadamard matrices for Walsh functions
and the random noise level at each primary input. This
information then helps generate vector sequences. At
the gate-level, a fault simulator and an integer linear
program (ILP) compact the test sequences. RTL test
appraisal also helps reveal the hard-to-test parts of the
circuit. An XOR observability tree was used to im-
prove the testability of those parts. We give results for
a simple accumulator-based processor named Parwan.
The RTL spectral vectors produced higher coverage in
shorter CPU times as compared to a gate-level ATPG.

1. Introduction

With the current generation microprocessors becom-
ing faster and more complex, new challenges are been
faced in their testing process. Not only has the test gen-
eration problem grown intricate, but also new require-
ments are been placed on the test generation methods
like testing of delay faults. Hence functional at-speed
tests are been considered to replace conventional scan
tests to solve some of the testing problems. Different
works [32, 33, 36] have attempted to show the effec-
tiveness of functional tests over structural scan tests in
detecting chip faults.

Functional test generation for microprocessors has
been an active research area [4, 41, 44]. However,
functional tests achieve low fault coverage as they are
not related to the stuck-at fault model. Recent ap-
proaches [19, 31] map pre-computed module level test
sets to processor instructions. These methods use
data structures like algebraic decision diagrams and
bounded model checking to solve for instruction and
circuit imposed constraints and hence require more en-
gineering effort. Built-in Self Test (BIST) for micropro-
cessors has also been an area of active research for pro-
cessor testing. Conventional pseudo-random tests for
logic BIST have been found to give low fault coverage
due to the inherent random pattern resistance of micro-

processors. Methods like deterministic BIST [22, 11]
and weighted random patterns [5, 20, 47] have been
tried to increase the fault coverage. Randomized in-
structions have also been used for testing microproces-
sors [2, 37]. One problem with using randomness as a
basis of test is, it might require a very large number
of instructions to achieve the required fault coverage.
Also hardware-based BIST requires the circuit to be
made BIST-ready. Insertion of BIST logic may require
tedious design changes and may also impact the area
and performance of the circuit. Software BIST [6, 30]
has been proposed as an alternative to hardware BIST,
which involves microprocessor testing using instruc-
tions loaded in program memory. Chen and Dey [6]
develop pseudo-random test patterns for each proces-
sor component under the constraints imposed by the
instruction set which are then applied using a software-
emulated LFSR as tests to the microprocessor. Krani-
tis et al. [30] apply a similar approach; however they
use deterministic patterns as opposed to pseudorandom
patterns and use RTL information for mapping each
pattern to a processor instruction. Both of these ap-
proaches require a good knowledge of the instructions
affecting each component and the analysis of controlla-
bility and observability of the component terminals in
connection with each of the instructions.

In this paper we present a spectral method of proces-
sor testing using RTL faults. Unlike some of the meth-
ods discussed earlier, the engineering effort required is
low as our method is simulation-based. Also we target
RTL faults, which brings with it the advantage of low
testing complexity. Our method is based on spectral
testing, on which various papers have been published.
In 1983, Susskind [40] showed that Walsh spectrum can
be used for testing a digital circuit. General properties
and applications of digital spectra can be found in the
published literature [3, 14, 24, 43]. Hsiao and Seth [23]
further expanded that work to compact testing. More
recently, Giani et al. [17, 18] have reported spectral
techniques for sequential ATPG and built-in self-test.
Hsiao’s group at Virginia Tech has published further
work on spectrum-based self test and core test [7, 8, 28].
Khan and Bushnell [29] have designed hardware signa-
ture analyzers using spectral components. Zhang et

al. [49] further refined the method of extracting the
spectra from a digital signal using a selfish gene algo-
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rithm. Recent work suggests that wavelet transforms
can also be used for similar application [10]. Yogi and
Agrawal [48] introduced a spectral RTL test generation
method for sequential circuits. In this paper we expand
that methodology to test microprocessors.

We sample synthesis independent RTL faults, which
are all the faults on the inputs-outputs of the different
modules in the circuit and inputs-outputs of the regis-
ters. The RTL vectors generated to cover these faults,
in general, detect around 70 to 80% of all detectable
faults in the synthesized circuit. Our spectral analy-
sis determines the prominent digital function compo-
nents and the noise level in the RTL vectors. Vector
sequences generated from these properties are found to
give good fault coverage results with comparable test
lengths and lower test generation times as compared to
a gate-level sequential ATPG.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives
an overview of how bit-streams can be analyzed in the
spectral domain. In Section 3 we present our method of
RTL ATPG using spectral analysis and discuss its ap-
plication on a processor circuit in Section 4. Section 5
describes an RTL design for testability (DFT) method
for improving the fault coverage. Results are discussed
in Section 6 and finally we conclude in Section 7.

2. Background

The spectral method of test generation is based on
the premise that the spectrum of vectors that detect
high-level faults of the circuit exhibit certain spatial
and temporal correlations among the bits of primary
input vectors, required to sensitize paths between pri-
mary inputs and outputs of a sequential circuit. How-
ever, any high level test sequence has, besides the rele-
vant spectra, some amount of noise, which corresponds
to the don’t care bits in the tests of target faults. So we
analyze the spectrum and the noise level, and then gen-
erate new vectors using the spectrum, to which noise
samples are added.

We shall use Walsh functions [45] to analyze the
spectrum because they have been used for testing with
effective results. Walsh functions are a set of orthogo-
nal functions. They consist of trains of square pulses
having +1s and -1s as the allowed states and can only
change at fixed intervals of a unit time step. For an or-
der n, i.e., for a sequence of n time steps, there are
2n Walsh functions given by the rows of a 2n × 2n

Hadamard matrix H(n) [45], when arranged in the so-
called “sequency” order [42, 46].

Hadamard matrices can be generated using the fol-
lowing recurrence relation:

H(n) =

[

H(n − 1) H(n − 1)
H(n − 1) −H(n − 1)

]

(1)

where H(0) = 1 and 2n is the dimension of the nth or-

der Hadamard matrix, H(n). Any bit-stream of k bits
can be represented as a linear combination of the ba-
sis bit-streams from the Hadamard matrix, H(log

2
k),

where the multiplicand used for a basis bit-stream is
the projection of the object bit-stream on that basis
bit-stream. We shall refer to them as coefficients. By
analyzing these coefficients we will be able to determine
the major contributing basis bit-streams in an original
signal.

3. Spectral RTL ATPG

Our approach to RTL test generation consists of two
principal steps:

1. RTL spectral characterization

• Test generation for RTL faults

• Spectral analysis

2. Gate-level test generation

• Spectral vector generation

• Vector sequence compaction and Coverage

3.1 Test Generation for RTL Faults

The RTL faults considered are the stuck-at faults
on primary inputs and outputs of the different mod-
ules/circuit and on inputs and outputs of all flip-flops.
Test vectors are generated to detect these faults.

3.2 Spectral Analysis

The generated vectors are analyzed using Hadamard
matrix to find the major spectral components. The
bit-streams entering various inputs are analyzed sepa-
rately. The 0s and 1s in a bit-stream are represented
as −1s and +1s respectively. To find the spectral
components for a bit-stream, it is multiplied with the
Hadamard matrix; which is a correlation operation of
the bit stream with each of the basis bit-streams. A
high value of the coefficient corresponds to a high cor-
relation of the bit-stream to the corresponding basis
bit-stream and vice-versa. Hence, basis bit-streams ex-
hibiting high coefficient values are considered as impor-
tant or essential components and others are considered
as noise.

Figure 1 shows an example of generation of coeffi-
cients by projecting a bit-stream onto the basis bit-
streams and determining the essential component(s).
As shown, we obtained a single coefficient with high
correlation, which we shall treat as an essential com-
ponent and others will be treated as noise. Currently
essential components are differentiated from noise com-
ponents by a gradually increasing threshold level.
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Figure 1. Spectral analysis of a stream of 8-bits. The essent ial Walsh component in this bit-stream
has magnitude 6 and is represented by the second row of Hadama rd matrix, H(3).

(a) Perturbing spectra :
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(b) New bit − stream obtained from perturbed spectra :

Sign{[1 6 2 − 1 3 − 2 3 − 1] × H(3)}
= [1 1 1 − 1 1 − 1 1 − 1] → [1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0]

Figure 2. Bit-steam generation by perturbing
the spectra. Note that the essential compo-
nent having a magnitude 6 is not perturbed.

3.3 Spectral Vector Generation

After spectral analysis of the RTL vectors, to gener-
ate test vectors for gate-level faults, the essential spec-
tral coefficients are retained and others, being consid-
ered noise are perturbed in a confidence range in terms
of magnitude and/or in phase to generate new coeffi-
cients. The confidence levels correspond to the amount
of randomness to be added.

Test vectors can then easily be generated from the
coefficients by multiplying the coefficients with the
Hadamard matrix again. Figure 2 shows an example of
perturbation of the spectra and reconstruction of test
vectors. We generate M such test sets by perturbing
the spectra. Since we add random noise, this variation
gives different characteristics to each vector set facili-
tating detection of various gate-level faults.

3.4 Sequence Compaction and Coverage

We generate perturbation vectors sequences,
V1, V2, · · ·, VM , as described in the previous
subsection, such that their coverage as determined

by fault simulation of the gate-level circuit either
reaches some target value or simply saturates. Next,
we compact the test by selecting the smallest number
of these sequences without reducing the coverage.
Our compaction is done by an integer linear program
(ILP), in a similar way as has been reported in the
literature [12, 15, 27, 48].

4. A Microprocessor Example

We applied our RTL-spectral based test method
to a simple accumulator-based processor named Par-
wan [35] to demonstrate our method’s effectiveness. As
shown in the schematic diagram of PARWAN proces-
sor in Figure 3, it includes the following components:
accumulator (AC), arithmetic logic unit (ALU), shifter
unit (SHU), status register (SR), instruction register
(IR), program counter (PC), memory address register
(MAR) and a control unit (CTRL). It has a 8-bit data-
bus with a 12-bit address bus (addressing 4K mem-
ory). The circuit has around 800 gate modules and 53
flip-flops. Currently our method cannot handle bidi-
rectional pins. Hence we had to split the bidirectional
buses into separate input and output buses. Also we
added a reset signal to initialize the circuit for testing.

The RTL fault set consisted of 737 stuck-at faults,
which were all faults on the inputs and outputs of the
different components (e.g., ALU, SHU, etc.), inputs
and outputs of registers (e.g., IR, PC, etc.) and on
the tri-state drivers. Vectors were generated to cover
these RTL faults using a commercial sequential ATPG
and new vectors were generated using the technique
described in Section 3.

5. Design for Testability

Test generation for only the RTL faults has an addi-
tional advantage other than characterizing the circuit
in our case. It reveals the bottlenecks in the testabil-
ity of the circuit. Analysis of hard to detect faults at
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Figure 3. Parwan CPU.

the RTL gives an idea of the hard to test parts of the
circuit. Hence, by increasing the testability of hard to
test faults, we can expect to increase the testability of
the overall circuit. The testability of a signals is im-
proved by increasing its controllability and/or observ-
ability. Several methods [21, 25] of design for testabil-
ity add control and observation points. Adding control
points requires adding extra gates in the normal signal
paths of the circuit, which may affect the performance.
Hence, we shall constrain ourselves to addition of ob-
servation points because they are less intrusive. One
option is to add latches for all observation points and
connect them through a scan-out chain. This structure
is often used for design debugging and can help in im-
proving the fault coverage of tests [26]. Another option
is to use an XOR tree to condense the logic values at
the various observation points [9, 13, 16, 39]. Since the
XOR tree requires less hardware, we use it to demon-
strate an RTL DFT methodology in the next section.

6. Experimental Results

The gate-level netlist for Parwan processor was
downloaded from an internet website [1]. As mentioned
in Section 4, the bidirectional data-bus was separated
into input and output buses and a global reset input
was added. The test vectors for 737 RTL faults were
obtained using the Mentor Graphics tool FlexTest [34],
which is a sequential ATPG system with a built in
fault simulator. Those 134 vectors were analyzed for
their spectrum, new vector sequences were generated
and compacted using the technique discussed in Sec-
tion 3. These results were obtained on Sun Ultra 5
machines with 256MB RAM.

Table 1 shows the characteristics of RTL test vec-
tors. Columns (left to right) give number of RTL faults,
number of vectors generated, test generation CPU sec-

Table 1. Spectral characterization of proces-
sor circuit by RTL vectors.

No. of No. CPU No. of RTL Gate
RTL of time spectral fault fault
faults vectors s coeff. cov. cov.

737 134 640 128 96.30% 81.22%

onds, number of spectral coefficients derived, RTL fault
coverage and gate-level fault coverage of RTL vectors.
Faults in the clock network were not included and a
50% credit was given to potentially testable faults [38].
Coverages are defined as ratios of the number of de-
tected faults to the total number of detectable faults as
reported by FlexTest. The last column gives the fault
coverage of the 134 RTL vectors for collapsed gate-level
faults in the entire circuit, excluding clock faults.

As discussed in Section 5, the RTL test generation
reveals bottlenecks in the testability of the circuit. To
detect the faults in tri-state bus drivers we modeled
the buses with memory using the high-impedance sig-
nal state. An analysis of the undetected RTL faults
revealed 10 faults classified as unobservable by Flex-
Test. The remaining faults were either untestable or
potentially tested. We selected the 10 unobservable
fault sites as observation points and inserted a tree of
nine XOR gates whose output was made into an added
primary output. Thus, a DFT version of the proces-
sor was created. All RTL faults were now either de-
tected or potentially detected by the same 134 vectors.
However, the gate-level fault coverage showed only a
moderate increase to 83.61%.

In Table 2 gives the results of the RTL spec-
tral ATPG method. We achieve better test cover-
age as compared to the gate-level sequential ATPG in
lower test generation time. The coverage is slightly
lower than 100% because some faults were potentially
testable and were given 50% credit. Since the RTL
ATPG covered almost all faults in the original circuit,
the benefit of DFT was small. However, the benefits of
DFT were more for gate-level ATPG and random vec-
tors. The test coverage plots of the original circuit and
the circuit with DFT are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

To compare the effectiveness, we examined the gate-
level faults that were left undetected by each method.
For the original Parwan, the gate-level ATPG left 129
undetected (127 unobserved and 2 uncontrolled) faults.
Besides, six faults were potentially detected. When
these 135 faults were simulated with 2442 spectral
ATPG vectors (Table 2), 106 unobserved, 1 uncon-
trolled and 1 potentially detected faults were detected.
The other 5 potentially detected faults remained po-
tentially detected. For the original Parwan, spectral
ATPG had left 30 undetected (29 unobserved and 1
uncontrolled) faults. There were 5 potentially detected
faults. These 35 faults were simulated with 1403 gate-
level ATPG vectors shown in Table 2. Only 8 unob-
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Table 2. Spectral RTL ATPG for processor circuits.
Collapsed RTL spectral ATPG Gate-level ATPG Random vectors

Circuit gate-level Cov. No. of CPU Cov. No. of CPU Cov. No. of
faults % vectors s % vectors s % vectors

Parwan (original) 2270 98.23 2327 2442 93.40 1403 26430 80.95 2814
Parwan (with DFT) 2320 98.77 1966 2442 95.78 1619 20408 87.09 2948

Parwan processor
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Figure 4. Test coverages for the original Par-
wan circuit [35].

served faults were detected and all 5 potentially de-
tected faults remained potentially detected.

For the DFT version of Parwan, gate-level ATPG
left 82 undetected (78 unobserved and 4 uncontrolled)
faults and there were 6 potentially detected faults. Of
these, spectral ATPG vectors detected 62 unobserved
and 3 uncontrolled faults. All 6 potentially detected
faults remained the same way. Finally, in the reverse
examination, 2442 spectral ATPG vectors had left
18 unobserved and 1 uncontrolled faults and had
produced 6 potentially detected faults. The set of
1619 gate-level ATPG vectors only detected 2 of the
unobserved faults. All 6 potentially detected faults
remained the same way.

7. Conclusion

We have presented a new method of RTL test
generation using spectral techniques for microproces-
sors. Test vectors for RTL faults are analyzed using
Hadamard matrix to extract important features and
new vectors are generated from them. We observe
improved test coverage and lower test generation time
as compared to a sequential gate-level ATPG tool.
Since the method is based on RTL test generation,
it has the advantages of lower memory and test
generation time complexities. It enables the testability
appraisal at RTL, and hence efforts can be made to
improve testability when the design is conceptualized
at higher levels of abstraction. An XOR observability
tree designed at the RT level improved the gate-level
fault coverage. Thus, RTL test methodology effectively

Parwan processor (with DFT)
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Figure 5. Test coverages for the Parwan circuit
with DFT.

reveals the bottlenecks in the testability of the circuit.
Further, RTL ATPG enables the testing of cores for
whom only the functional information is known.
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